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Abstract' This research work was conceived as a compret ion of [27]with existence
:iäå:# :ffi:Lfiiå':lJ;;"ftîii"ïi]i ;;"""x spaces rdered bv supernormar cones,
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that the concept of supernormal (nuclear) cone was intro-duced in Hausdorff locally convex spaces by G. Isac [7j in 1981 and publishedin 1983 [B]. In every nuclear space [18] a convex cone is supernormal if andonly if it is normal (Proposition 6 of [B]) and this is the reason for which such aconvex cone was initially called ,,nuclear
conett The subsequent properties anclimplications of this notion especially in infinite dimensional Pareto optimiza-tion [B], [12], I22-241, [26], the fixed point theory [11], the study of conicallybounded sets [1], [2], [9], [10], rhe geometry of cones [1g], the best approxima- .tion and optimization in locally convex spaces [13], the vectorial optimizationprograms with multifunctions and duality [20], [21], Grothendieck 's nuclearity[2] and so on show that the nuclear cone is a reinforcement of the normalcone and this fact justifies the definiti ve name of (tsupernoïmal 

conerr. Fornormed spaces, M.A. Krasnoselski and his colleagues defined the notion of su_pernormal cone in their important theory concerning with the pointed, closed,convex cones in Banach spaces (see, for instance, [3], [15] and the connectedsubsequent works). Afterwards , G. Isac [7] extended this concept to its properframework offered by the separated locally convex spaces and the applicationsof this extension show that the supernormali ty has as suitable backgroundthe Hausdorff locally convex spaces identically with the nuclearity defined by
1991 AMS Subject Classificarion: 90C29
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Remark 2.I. It is clear th,at euery supernornlal cone i,s Ttoi,nted, a1,], the
closure of arr,y su[)ernorrnal con,e 'is also a supernorïnal cone. If x is a H-
Fréchet space) that 'is, the fami,ly PP i,s countable and euery sem,inorm po ,is

generated by a scalot' semiproduct (.,.)o, a. Ç I, tl¿en the Tlteorern 2.s zrt [26]
says that a conuer cone I( 'is supernorrnal in (x,PP) i,f anrl, only if for euery
seminorm pa e PP, there erists ao € x such that the subd,i,fferential of p," at
the origi,n of thc spar:e is conta'i,ned i,n the tra'nslation of the prilar cone to K
bg sorne l,it'¿ear and cont,inuous functional (.,yr)p, Þ e L

The first existence result fol the efficient point is based on supernormal-
ity of 11, the boundedness and completeness of conical (extension) sections
induced by non-empty sets and the following important ilrcorcm of [B].

Tupon¡ir¿ 2.1. [B] If K is a supernor-m,al cone in a rlausd,orff locaLly
con'uer space E and S 'is a non-emytty subset of E haui,ng th,e property tho,t
tl¿ere erists a boun,rled and complete set,90 C,S with S n (Á-+ r) ç Ss:for
euery íx Ç Ss, tlte,n th,ere erists rs € S such that Sñ(K *16) : {re}.

Tn¡;on.ur¡ 2.2. 126l Let A c B c A r K. If K i,s sr,,pernormal anrl
B a (A0 - K) is bounded, and, complete for sotn,e non-ent,tty set A6 C A ür,en
MIN7 (A) I ø.

Proof. Ler At : B et(Ao - 1() with A0 c A such that ,4/ is bou'de,f a,nd
cornplete. Since ,4-l 1,(o' - K) c At for evet:y u, € ,4,, by virtue of Theor,em
2.I. it follows thar MIN¡¡ (A,) I ø. Bur MIN¡ç (,4') çMIN x (A). Indeerl,
if r eMIN rc (A') and we assume that r Ç A, then there exist ø € .zt and
k e K\ {0}, such that r : n,lk. On the other hanc}, t: e0-k1 with a0 e As
and k1 € lf, therefbre ø : r - l¡ : a0 - (k +k1). Consequently, a e At ancl
r - a € 1{\ {0}, a contradiction. Hencc MIN6 (At) C A.

S.pposc no'rv that there exists z €MIN¡¡ (.{/)\MINK (,4). Then, thcre
exists a1 Ç A suchthat r-ar e 1(\{0}. Therefore c\ €r-K C As-K and
a1€ A C B, that is , ø1 Ç At, a conbradiction. Consequentll., MIN rc (A,) I ø
and MIN¡ç (A/) CMIN x (A) This completes the proof. n

Remark 2.2. The proof of the aboue theorem shows that i,.f K ,is su,per-
normal and A n (" - K) or (A + K) n (" - K) is bounded and, comprete for
soTne a e. A, tlren MINr(A) I ø. I4then thi,s bou,nd,edness and, completa"tess
property hokls .for euerlJ a e A, tllat 'is, euery sect,ion or conical section of
A is bounded a'nd complete, then we ltaue th,e folloui,ng don¿,ination y.tro2terty
AZIUIINK (,4) + K which is uery useJul to establi,sh properties concerning the
structure o,f MINç (A).

ConorlaRy 2.2.I [26] If A i,s a no,rt,empty, bounderl o,nd ck¡sed,.sub-
set of X and K i,s utell based, by a complete set thert, MINç(A) + Ø anrl
A cA[INr( (A) + K.
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Grothendieck. A study of Grothendieck's nuclearity using supernormal cones

is given in [2].
In[27]wefindmanyexamplesofSupernormalconestogetherwithproper

,"-urk. (Section 2) ancl we gave an extension of supernormalitv to sets ac-

companieà by its immediate connections rvith a generalization of approximate

.,rbáiff"r"rrtial used by J.B. Hiriart-Uruty [6] (Section 3). Here we present

some of our existence results for the efficient (Pareto minimum) points which

generated their corresponding implications for Pareto maximum points and

recent and best extensions'

2. EXIS'fENCE RESULTS FOR, EFFICIENT POINTS IN HAUSDORFF

ORDER,ED LOCALLY CONVEX SPACE

Itisknownthat,ingeneral,tosolveavectoroptimizationproblemin
an ordered vector upu." -ãons to find the efficient (Pareto optimums) points

of an adequate non-empty set. For this reason' we selected in this section

some illustrative e*istencå results of the efficient points in separated locally

convexSpàcesorcÌeredtlysupernormalconesanclbytherecentconesdefined
and studìed in [4], f 

b]. il fact, these cones and a great part of the o'iginal and

beautif'l existence råsults on the efÊcient points given in the above mentioned

,-esearch works wet'e suggestecl by the existence results of the efficient points

obtained through the agency of supernormal cones (see [B], [12]' [i3], [22]'

1241,126) ar.cl otlter .orr"ãt"d papers) and by the largest class of convex cones

ensuring the existence of the elficient points in compact sets defined in [30]'

Let X be a real Flausdorff iocally convex space with the topology induced

byafarnilyP:{po:ar-I}ofseminormsorderedbyaconvexconeK'its
tåpotogicai dual spaãe X*, A a uon-empty subset of X and a € A'

DpnrNrflorq 2.1. we say that a is an efficient po'int (Pareto min'imurn)

for A with respect to K, in notat'ior¿, a e MINç(Ð ''f a sati's'fies one of the

f ollowi,ng equiu alent condit'ions

(i) AÀ(a- N) Ca* K; (i'i') (A+ K) n (o.- K) Çd+ K;
'(m¡ rà1a -'t)C-x, (*) KÀ(d-A-K)c-K'

WerecallthatKispoi,nted,ifKÀ(-K):{0}andacute\fitsclosure
K is pointed. clearlv, vtiNr< (A) :MIN¡< (K + A) and if r{ is pointed' then

a €MIN/{ (,4) if uttá ä,.tv tf in @- K): {a)' or equivalently' Kr\(d- A):

{0}. In a sìmila, manner one defines the Pareto rnaximum points'

Dpr,n¡rrroN 2.2. 17) we søy that K 'is suTternormal or nuclear i'f for euery

pe P there erists I e X* suchthatp(") ( f (r) for aIIrÇK'
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Proof. Since -4 is bounded and K is supernormal (Proposition 5 of [B],
by Theorem 2.2),it is sufficient to prove that every section of ,4 with respect
to K is complete. Let a € ,4 be an arbitrary element and let (ø¡)r., be a
Cauchy net in AÀ(a- I{).Because K is wellbased by a complete set, there
exists a non-empty, convex, bounded and complete set B such that 0 Ç B and
K: U À8. Hence, for each a¡ (j e ..I), there exist À¡ ) 0 and b¡ € B with

À>0
aj: a- \¡b¡.Therefore (\¡b¡)¡q is a bounded Cauchy net' Since the set B
is closed, bounded and 0 ( B,there exists a convex and closed neighbourhood
I/ of the zero element in X and a ) 0 such that V o B : Ø and B C aV.
If p, is the Minkowski functional of V, then 1 < p"(b) ( a for every b € B
and there exists M > 0 with À¡ { p,(\¡b¡) ( M for all Ày, that is, (\¡)¡e¡
is bounded. When (\¡)¡r, contains at least a subnet convergent to zero, then
it is clear that a¡ tends to a; otherwise, because it is bounded, we can find a
subnet (Àr)"es convergent to À6 ) 0. Since (or)res is a Cauchy net, (br)".,
is a Cauchy net in B. Therefore (b")"." converges to ó6 € B and (ør)r." is
convergent to a - Àobo which implies that (À¡)r.J convelges to a - Àsó6. So,

we have proved the corollary. !

CoRolr-aRv 2.2.2 126l If A is a non-empty, ltounded and closed subset
of X and K is pointed closed and locally compact, then MIN¡ç (A) + Ø and
A ÇMrNx Ø) + K.

Proof. This follows from the above corollary because in a Hausdorff lo-
cally convex space a pointed cone is locally compact if and only if it has a
compact generating base. ¡

Dp¡'INtrIoN 2.3. A non-empty set B C X is K-bounded [20] i,f there
erists a bounded set Bs C X su,ch that B C Bo f K and B is sai,d to be

K-closed [16] ,Í the con'ical ertension B + K is closed.

'We recall that X is called quasi-complete if every non-empty, bounded
and closed subset in X is complete.

1'upoRptr¿ 2.3. 126l Let X be quas'i-complete. If K is a closed and super-
normal cone in X, then

(i) for euery non-empty K-bounded and K-closed, subset A in X we haue

MINK Ø) I Ø and A Ç MINrc (A) + K ;
(i,i,) ,Í the set B À(A0- K) is K-bounded, and K-closed for sorne non-

empty subsets B and As wi,th Aç B ç A+K and AsC A, then MINTa(A)

*ø;
(i,ä,) for euery K-bounded and K-closed set A ç X, MIN6(A) + X :

A+ K and, MIN¡ç (A) i,s K-bounded and, K-closed.

Vectorial in Locallv Convex Soaces

Proof. (i), (ii). In the conditions of the theorem every conical extension
section of A is bounded and closed and the results follows by Theorem 2.2
and Remark 2.2. (äi) is based on the inclusion A c MIN¡a Øi +1l for every
If-bounded and K-closed subset .4. n

Before we give an extension of this theorem to orderecl Hausdorff topo-
logical vector spaces, we recall two basic ciefinitions.

Dnrrruruolr 2.4. [4] We say that K has property (*) iÍ the set (M + K)ì
(N - K) is bounded wheneuer M and, N are boundid,'subiets in x.

DpprNrrrolr 2.5. [4] we say that K has the property (*x) i/ one of the
following equiualent, cond,itions holds:

(i') ang bounded'increas'i,ng net whi,ch is contained, in K and, ,in a complete
subset of X has a li,mit;

(ä') any bounded monotone net which is conta,ined, i,n a complete subset
ofXhasalimi,t.

Remarlç 2.3. Euery supernorTnal cone has p,operti,es (*) and, (**) but there
erist conue:x cones hauing the properti,es (*), (*+) which are not supernormal.
Thus, in the class'ical Banach spaces L, ([o,t]) (p > r) the usual pisitiue cone
is closed, connet, it has the properti,es (*) and, (**) but it i,s not supernormal
The same conclus'ion is ualid, for the cone of nonnegatdue functions in an orlicz
space (see Erample B giuen in Section p of tZTl )

Remarlc 2.4. under appropriate conrlitions, in [5] it is shown that in euery
separated topological aector space the largest class of conuer cones ensuri,ng the
eristence of the fficient po'ints in any bound,ed and complete subset co,inc,ides
wi,th the class of cones hau,ing the property (x*).

The announced generalization of Theorem 2.3 is

THpoRprvr 2.4. [4] . Let x be a Hausd,orff topolog'ical uector space, K cx a conuer cone and, A c x a non-empty set. suppose that thi foliowing
conditi,ons hold:

(i,) X is quas'i-complete;
(ä) the cone K has the properties (x) and (**);
(äi) the set A is K-bounded and K-closed,.
Then MIN, (A) + Ø. If in adition K is correct, that ls, K + K\(_/() çK, then the domination property 

¡4 ÇMIN7 (A) + K hotd,s.

Following the final remark of Ha T.X.D. in [5] we must mention here that
each of the conditions (i)-(iii) in the above theorem cannot be weakened.

Through the agency of the natural extensions with respect to convex
cones of upper semicontinuit¡ boundedness and completeness for multitunc-
tions, the above theorem leads in [4] to obtain a criterion for the existence of

5
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the solutions of the vectorial optirnization programs

(P) MrNrrF (¿/) ,

rvhere F : Y -+ x is a multifunction defined on a topological space Y, (J is a
non-empty set in Y ancl X is a topological vector space ordered by ¿ì convex
cone 1(.

Let dom (F) : {y e y : F (y) I ø} be the domain of fl. One says rhar lr
is upper K-continuous at g¡ e dom, (f') if for each neighboulhoocì I/ of F(g6)
in X, there cxists a neighbourhood W r:f ys in I/ such that i- (y) c V + K,
Vy eW ñdom (F'). If F(y) is K-bounded (K-closed) for every y e dom(F),
then F is called K-boundecl (I(-closcd) valuerl.

Taking into account the l'heorem7.2. in 116], if i/ is a compact set in
Y and F : Y -+ X is an upper 1{-continuous, K-bounded, /(-closed valued
mulbifunction, then ¡r(U) is /f-boundecl and K-closed (this is a generalization
bo ordered topological vector spaces of the known result which shows that
any uppen semicontinuous point cornpact muitifunction is compact preselving)
we have

THpoR¡r¿ 2.5. [4] . If X 'is quasi-cornplete, (J is a compact set ,in y,
I¡ : Y -+ X'i,s an upper K-continuous, K-bo'u,nded and K-c\osed, ualu,ed,
multilunction and the cone K h,as the properties (+) and (+*), then (p) has
soLutions.

Rentark 2.5. Wlten X is a Hausdorff loc:ally conuer space ordered by a
closerl and su\ternorm,al cone K, then the Theorem 2.5 is an immediate con-
sequ'en,ce of T'heorem 7.2 i,n [16] and Theorcm 2.3. Since the cones h,auing
properties (*), (*+) wcre conceiued as ertens'ions of s,upernormal cones,in or-
der to ensln-e the eristence of efficient poi,nts under the same hypotheses on
the considered sets, seueral results ol Chapter /1 ht, Ils] concern,ing the duali,ty
J'or uectorial opti,mi,zatiolT prograTns with mu,Itifuncti,ons taki,ng ualues 'in qtasi-
complete locally conuer spaces orderetl bt1 closed, and supernormal cones ca'n be
et:tended usirr4 suclr, cones as these.

lMhen (X, ll ll) is a rea,I linear normed space) P is a closed convex cone in
X with ils polar cone P0 : {r* e X : r*(") ( 0, Vr e p},and,g is a closecì.,
corìvex set in X, then taking into account Thcorem 3.i [29] and Theorem
3.3 127) we obtain through the agency of usual subdifferential the following
characterization of Par-eto points. ú

T'upoRpn¿ 2.6. An eletnent r¡ € s 'is an efficient poi,nt with respect to p
if for euery e € (0, I), there erists r* e P0 such th,at

A (ll ll * "-) (0) q (, -l- e) (ro - ^9)0, Vs 2 0.

Vectorial Optimization in Locally Convex Spaces

Clearly, an equivalent form of the above condition can be obtained using
Hiriart-Urruty's calculus rules on the subdifferential (see, for example, [6]),

A generalization of this result to separated locally convex spaces will
be given in a subsequerrt research work which we p-r-epare now togethel with
Professor Dr. G. Isac, Royal Military College of St. Jean, Québec, Canada.

3. OPEN PROBLEMS

3.1. If If is a pointed convex cone in a quasi-complete locally convex
space such that any K-bounded and /f-closed non-empty subset has efficient
points with respect to K, then K is supernormal?

3.2 [5] Let E be a quasicomplete Hausclorff topological vector space and
1l an acute convex cone in E having the property that every non-empty, K-
bounded and /(-closed subset of -E has efficient points. Is it true that K has
the properties (*) and (+*)?
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